
Chapter 6 

Test Data Compression 

System-on-Chip (SOC) integrated circuits composed of Intellectual Property 

(IP) cores in VLSI system design poses serious test challenges. The 

voluminous test data of these systems is one of the major concerns to the 

system tester. To cope with this, one can enhance the capability of an automatic 

test pattern generation (A TPG) tool to generate lesser number of test patterns. 

Another alternative is to use test data compression techniques in which the 

compressed patterns are stored in the memory of Automated Test Equipment 

(ATE) and are decoded by on-chip decoder to get back the original patterns for 

application to the core. Pre-computed test data set 1:1 provided by the core 

vendor is compressed into a much srnaller test set Te. But due to the limitation 

of test data bandwidth between the tester and the chip, testing cannot proceed 

faster than the amount of time required to transfer data. Hence Test Time 2: 

(amount of test data on the tester)/ (number of tester channels) x (tester clock 

rate). Thus it is always a bottleneck. 

Test data compression environment (TDCE) implies sending the compressed 

test data from the Automated Test Equipment (ATE) to on-chip decoder, 

decompressing the test data on chip and sending the decompressed test data to 

the circuit-under-test (CUT). There are two major components in TDCE: the 

compression method, used to compress the test set off-chip, and the associated 

decompression method, based on an on-chip decoder. On-chip decoder is used 

to restore the initial test set to be applied to the circuit. 

This chapter proposes a scheme for test data compression based on Huffman 

coding. It is a modification of the Variable-length Input Huffman Coding 

(VIHC) technique proposed in [ 11 0]. It essentially splits the input file into two 
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data sets to achieve higher compression. Section 6.1 presents a brief overview 

of VIHC. Section 6.2 presents the motivation behind the suggested 

modification, while Section 6.3 enumerates the proposed scheme along with 

experimental results. 

6.1 Brief overview ofVIHC [110] 

VIHC scheme uses variable length patterns instead of fixed length patterns, as 

input to the Huffman coding that exploits the test set features. The scheme tries 

to make long run of Os, encoded by Huffman coding. Migration from fixed 

length patterns to variable length patterns does influence not only the 

compression ratio, but also provides an opportunity for parallel decoding of the 

encoded words, thereby achieving a reduction in test application time (TAT). 

Fig. 6.1 shows the example of VIHC scheme for a group size of 4 (mh=4). Here 

the group size represents the maximum allowable runs of Os (i.e. patterns 1, 01, 

001, and 000 I) that are allowed. Frequencies of these patterns are obtained by 

counting the occurrences of these patterns in the input test data. These patterns 

along with corresponding frequencies are given as input to the Huffman coding 

algorithm. Fig 6.1 (a) shows the different patterns and their number of 

occurrences in the test vector l;n;1• Fig 6.1(c) shows Huffman tree 

corresponding to the dictionary of Fig 6.1 (b). 

Compression algorithm used in VIHC compression scheme can be divided into 

three phases. These are, 

• Preparation of initial test set: As VIHC uses runs of Os as input 

patterns, preprocessing of the test data set Td, increases the number of 

such patterns. If the decoder is designed to have the capability of 

XORing the previous test pattern with the current pattern transmitted, 

the transmitter can send the XOR of two successive patterns. If these 

patterns are similar to each other, a large number of Os will result. Such 

a difference pattern set is called Tdifl: On the other hand, if such a feature 
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is not available, the original set Td needs to be transmitted. The don't 

care bits need to be handled differently in the two cases. In the first 

case, for the compression of Td,ffi the don't cares are mapped to the value 

of the previous vector on the same position; while for the compression 

of Td, the don't cares are mapped to Os. Next, the test set is reordered and 

denoted as Reordered test set. l n the reordering process, starting with the 

test vector with minimum number of 1 s, the next test vector tmin is 

determined, such that the following conditions are met. For Tdiffi next 

test vector is selected such that the number of 1 s in the difference 

between the test vector and the previous vector in tmin is the minimum. 

For 1~~, the next test vector is selected such that the length of the 

minimum run of Os is the maximum. 

0 0000 0000 0000 000 1 0000 00 1 

tcomp : 000 00 1 001 010 

0~ Lo 

!Pattern I Frea. Code I 
I Lo_=_l---+-1--' oool 

0 

~ L1 
0 

~ I L2 
ILl= 01 
i 

001 • L4 
L3 

(c) 

Fig 6.1: VIHC example [110] (a) Test vectors (b) Dictionary (c) Huffman tree 

• Compute Huffman codes for the words: Based on the selected group 

size mh, the dictionary of variable-length patterns, and their frequencies 

are computed from reordered test set (T/). Using these patterns, with 

corresponding frequencies, Huffman codes are computed. 
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• Generate decoder information: On-chip decoder for VIHC has to 

decode the Huffman codes, and it has to produce the original patterns 

(runs of Os). This can efficiently be done by using a counter in the 

decoder circuit. Huffman decoder FSM in decoder unit generates the 

length ofthe pattern. 

6.2 Motivation behind our work 

Our work is based upon the observation that the frequency of a particular word 

may change over different regions of the test-data file. That is, while a word 

may be occurring very frequently in the first part of the file, may be very less 

frequent the later part. Some other pattern may be more frequent in the 

second part For example, Table 6. J shows the distribution of different words 

maximum run-length of 8 in the test data set for circuit s5378 over different 

regions of the file. The file has been divided into two partitions first 50% and 

second 50%. In both the partitions. the pattern 'l' has the highest number of 

occurrences. While, the occurrence of '0 1' has reduced from 492 in the first 

partition to !55 in the second partition, whereas, the occurrence of pattern 

'00000000' has gone up from 435 to 609. Similar changes in occurrence can be 

noted for the patterns '000000 I' and '0000000 I'. Thus, coding a word based 

on its total number of occurrences in the file may lead to lesser compression 

than if the coding changes from first part of the file to the second part. The 

associated challenges are the following. 

• Determining an optimal size for the partitions, that Is whether the 

partitions be balanced etc. 

• Reordering patterns within a partition. 

• Designing the decoder for this modified VIHC encoding. 

• Comparing the performance of this scheme with VfHC and other 

existing schemes in terms of compression ratio, test application time, 

decoder hardware overhead etc. 
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mh = 8 

Patterns Upto 50% From 50-l 00% 
1 4625 5777 

I 
01 492 155 

001 287 

I 
79 

I 
0001 144 67 

00001 79 32 
I 000001 63 31 
i 0000001 34 10 I 
I 

00000001 30 13 
I 
1 00000000 435 _ 609 1 

Table 6.1: Distribution of different patterns over different regions of the test 

file for circuit s5378 

6.3 Cumulative VIHC (cVIHC) Scheme 

Before going to the actual algorithm of cumulative VIHC let us take an 

example to illustrate the motivation. Consider a set of 4, 16-bit vectors t1, t3, 

t 1 as shown in Fig.6.2. If the group size mh is taken as 4 bits, the test vectors 

can be considered to be consisting ofthe following patterns: 0, OJ, 001,0001 

and 0000. Applying the VIHC coding scheme on this set, the compression 

length is obtained as 4x2+3x3+2x3+5x2+7x2=44 as shown in Fig. 6.3. Let us 

divide the test file into two halves (for the time being consider it to be divided 

into two equal parts). One half contains the vectors t1, t2 and the other half t3 

and t4 . 

it;i = l 6 bits mh= 4 

{( I 0000 001 001 0000 

t2: Ol 0001 0000 0000 

t3: 01 0001 0001 01 0000 

t4: 0001 0000 0001 0000 

Fig 6.2: VIHC coding scheme for four vectors [II 0] 
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Pattern I Freq. Code 

Lo=l 4 00 

Lt=Ol 3 011 
0 

L2=00I 2 010 

L3=0001 5 10 Lo 

I L4=0000 I 7 11 I 

i i i 

Fig 6.3: VIHC coding for file in Fig 6.2 

Now, if we apply the VIHC coding (for mh = 4) separateiy on both of these 

files it is seen that total compression length becomes 26+ 14=40. This is shown 

in Fig. 6.4. 

I Pattern / Freq. 1 Code-l 

· L0 ·I 14 '0 

jZ,~oic-1 ~ ~o .. 1 

n=-2=oo 1 1 2 . 1 o 1 I 
I 

0 

(a) For file 1 
~---~-------

Pattern Freq. 
----------~ 

Code 
--

L0=1 2 00 
0 

L;=Ol 4 011 

L2=001 3 010 
-- --

(b) For file 2 

Fig 6.4: VIHC coding for two splitted files 
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Thus, dividing the original test file into two and reordering the vectors in a 

certain way, so that, we put similar vectors in one file, can really improve the 

compression ratio. Next, we need to address the issue related to file splitting -

the size of individual partitions. 

6.3.1 Compression Algorithm 

This section presents the procedures used to implement the proposed method 

(cVlHC). The initial test set (TD) is pmiially specified and the test vectors can 

be reordered. This is because ATPG (Automated Test Pattern Generator) tools 

generate a small number of care bits in every test vector [ 11 0]. This gives great 

flexibility to the mapping and reordering algorithm, which in a pre-processing 

step prepares the test set for compression by mapping the "don't cares" in the 

test set to '0' or' 1' and reordering the test set such that cVIHC can increase its 

compression. Thus, the compression algorithm has four main procedures: (l) 

prepare initial test set, (2) calculate the break-point, (3) compute Huffman code 

and (4) generate decoder information. 

(1) Prepare Initial Test Set: The procedure consists of two steps. In the first 

step, the 'don't cares' are mapped to the value of the previous vector on the 

same position. In the second step the test set is reordered such that the number 

of 1 s in the difference between two test vectors is minimized and the length of 

the minimum run of Os is maximized. This is exploited by the variable-length 

input patterns used for Huffman code computation. 

(2) Calculate Break-point: Break-point calculation involves an exhaustive 

statistical analysis over the input test set. To find the break-point, we build 

dictionaries with first 1% of the input, 1-2% of the input ... 99-100% of the 

input. By doing statistical analysis over these dictionaries built, exact position 

of the break-point is calculated. The break-point depicts the probability of 
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maximum available runs of Os. The probability of maximum available runs of 

Os is quite high at one side of the break-point, and it is comparatively low at the 

other side. This allows the exploitation of the test set features for compression 

at its maximum. 

I 

Fig. 6.5: Compression Ratio Vs Break-point 

Acquainted with the distribution of the maximum available runs of Os at each 

part of the test set, supplementary test patterns can be encoded efficiently, 

augmenting the compression ratio. Table 6.2 shows the break-points of various 

benchmark circuits, with 1 00 point scale. As shown in the Table 6.1, except for 

the circuit s35932, all circuits have their breakpoints at the early parts of the 

test set. Fig. 6.5 shows the variation of the compression ratio with respect to the 

break-point for the circuit s5378. As shown in the graph the compression ratio 

is quite high at certain value of the break-point, depicting its importance. 
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Circuit Break-point 
s5378 6 

' s9234 2 
sl 3207 2 
s15850 3 
s35932 81 
s38417 5 
s38584 5 

Table 6.2: Break-point of various benchmarks 

(3) Compute Huffman Code: Based on the chosen group size (mh) and the 

break-point, the dictionary of variable-length input patterns L and the number 

of occurrences Pare determined from the reordered test set. Using L and P the 

code is computed by the Huffman encoding algorithm [169]. 

(4) Generate Decoder Information: This procedure computes the necessary 

infom1ation to build the decoder. Decoder information is generated for each 

part of the input. For each Huffman code c;, a binary code b1 is assigned. The 

binary code is composed from the length of the initial pattern of log2 (m 17 + 1) 

bits and a special bit which identifies the cases when the initial pattern is 

composed of runs of only Os or runs of Os ending in l, thus bi = ( L, 0) for i < 

mh, and bmh = (Lm 11 , 1 ). The Control and Generation Unit uses the binary code 

to generate the pattern. The process is similar to the one noted in [I l 0]. 

The complete cVIHC algorithm has been noted in Algorithm 6.1. 

Algorithm c VIHC 

Input: Test set Td 

Output: cVIHC decoder 

l. Identify the break-point for 7~1 

2. Divide the set Td into T/ and T/ 

3. SetDefaultValues(7~/); SetDefau1tValues(7:/) 

4. Perform reordering ofT/ and T/ 

5. Generate Huffman code forT/ and T/ 
6. Design the controller for T/ and T/ as in [I I 0] 

Algorithm 6.1: cVIHC algorithm 



6.3.2 Dec om pression Architecture 

Fig. 6.6 shows the parallel decoder structure for cVIHC. It is similar to the 

VIHC decoder [11 0], in the sense that it consists of two parallel units- a finite 

state controller (FSM), called code word detector (CWO) and a code 

generation unit (CGU). 

The CWO unit consists of two finite state machines (FSMs), one for each part 

of the compressed test set to detect Huffman code and output the corresponding 

binary code. A switcher controls the FSMs in CWD. Switcher, consisting of a 

counter, counts the number of clock cycles for which the FSM corresponding 

to first pmi of the test set is active. ft should be noted that, during the time the 

FSM for first part of the test set is active, other FSM remains in its current 

state. The CGU is responsible for controlling the data transfer between the 

ATE and the CWO; generate the initial pattern and the scan clock for the 

circuit-under-test (CUT). 

D ata in ----· FS 'M Clock 

A 
cl 

TE sync 
ocl< 

Ch ip test clock 

·-

~- -~ 

8 8 
CODE WORD DETECTOR 

l Da ~ Co ~e Special 
---- --

5 """' 
"' 

0 
(;j 2: Data ou 
"'0 (/) 
u ~ c: u Sc t:; c: 

>-. 
an 

(/) 

CGU 

Figure: 6.6: cVJHC Decoder 

The data in line is the input from the ATE synchronous with the external clock 

ATE clock. When the active FSM in CWO detects a codeword, the code line is 

high and the binary code is output on the data lines. The special input to the 
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CGU is used to differentiate between the two types of patterns, runs of Os only 

and runs of Os ending in 1. After loading the code, the CGU generates the 

pattern and the internal scan clock for the CUT. lf the decoding unit generates a 

new code while the CGU is busy processing the current one, the ATE sync line 

is low notifying the ATE to stop sending data and the Sync FSM elk is disabled 

forcing the Huff-decoder to maintain its current state. Dividing the cV£HC 

decoder in CWO and CGU, allows the CWO to continue loading the next 

codeword while the CGU generates the current pattern. Thus, the CWO is 

interrupted only if necessary. 

A detailed view of the Control and Generator Unit (CGU) is given in Fig. 6.7. 

It is similar to the CGU of VIHC scheme [11 0]. The CGU is formed from a 

log2 (mh + 1 )-bit counter and additional logic. When the code line is high, the 

values at the data inputs are loaded into the counter. With the data loaded, the 

counter decrements to l setting the data out to 0. When the value of the counter 

is l, data out is set to 0 if the special l 

low. 

• • • • 

::· .. r :~ 

is high, or to 1 if the .special line is 

Fig. 6.7: Control and Generator Unit for cVIHC 
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6.3.3 Test Application Time (TAT) Analysis 

TAT is the time taken to transfer and decode the compressed test data from 

ATE. Hence it depends on the compression ratio, type of the on-chip decoder 

and length of the pattern. A detailed discussion on calculating the amount of 

TAT needed has been presented in [11 0]. The function by which we can 

approximate the TAT is given by, 

where, 

• a =fchip is the ratio between the on-chip test frequency and the ATE 

operating frequency, 

• n0 is the number of patterns with length, 

• 8 is the number of extra ATE clocks needed to decode the last 

codeword, 

• Wmin is the minimum length of the coded word and 

• H(mh) is the total compression length for group size mh. 

6.3.4 Experimental Results 

To validate the efficiency of the proposed method, experiments were 

performed on the full-scan version of the largest ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits. 

Test sets used in this experiment were obtained using Min Test [ 171] dynamic 

compaction. We implemented the proposed method in C++ and the 

experiments were performed on a Pentium Ill 866MHz processor and 128 MB 

memory. To provide an uniform basis for the comparison between Golomb, 

SC, VIHC and cVIHC, as the four methods use a group size, we use the group 

size for which [ l 06] reports the best results. Table 6.2 provides a compression 

comparison for the Td11ftest sets. The compression percentage is computed as: 

Compression(%) ={(Original size~ Compressed size) I Original size} * 100 
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Circuit GS Break- sc Golomb FOR VIHC cVIHC 

Point [1 03] [1 06] [1 08] [ 11 0] 

s5378 4 6 52.33 40.70 48.19 51.52 56.57 

s9234 4 2 52.63 43.34 44.88 54.84 60.61 

s13207 16 I 2 77.73 74.78 78.67 83.21 87.24 

s15850~ 4 1 3 63.49 47.11 52.87 60.68 65.61 

1-;35932 ~-~-r-~---+ 65.72 N/A I 10.19 66.47 71.09 

ls38417 I 4 I 5 I 67.26 44.12 54.53 54.51 60.43 

s38584 4 5 58.74 47.71 52.85 56.97 63.19 

Table 6.3: Compression comparisons for T'aur 

Table 63 clearly demonstrates the supenor compressiOn performance of 

cVIHC. The cVIHC achieves the highest compression for all of the seven test 

cases we considered. 

Table 6.4 illustrates the area overhead computed with the Synopsys Design 

Compiler for the on-chip decoders. For all methods, the entire decoder 

including buffers, shift registers and counters was synthesized. Without loss of 

generality the decoders for s5378 were synthesized. As shown in Table 6.4, the 

area overhead for SC is almost double than the area overhead of cVIHC and 

area overhead of c VIHC is 1.5 times greater than the area overhead of VIHC. 

Finally, Tables 6.5 and 6.6 provide a Test Application Time (TAT) comparison 

for the Tdit:f- test sets. Tables clearly demonstrate the superior TAT performance 

ofcVIHC. The cVlHC achieves the best TAT for all ofthe seven test cases we 

considered. 
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Compression Area overhead in tu* 

Method Group Size 

4 8 16 

SC[l03] 349 587 900 

Golomb[l 06) 125 227 307 

FDR[108] 320 

I 
VIHC[I67] 126 201 296 

----

I 
cV1HC 216 325 477 

* technoloty units for the lsi 1 Ok library (Synopsys Design Compiler) 

Table 6.4: Area overhead compression 

As shown the Tables 6.5 and 6.6, when compared to VIHC, the proposed 

method obtains a maximum reduction of 13.42% (s9234), a minimum of 9.36% 

(s5378) and an average of 11.72% in Test Application Time. 

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have presented a scheme for varying the codes assigned to 

input patterns in different parts of the input stream resulting better compression 

and reduced test application time. The proposed compression algorithm is able 

to significantly increase the compression performance with minimal decoder 

circuit area overhead. Also, the proposed scheme achieves the lowest Test 

Application Time for all values of the ratio of on-chip frequency to the ATE 

frequency. The associated increase in area may be accommodated considering 

the shrinkage sizes of the VLSI circuitry with the advancement in technology. 

It may be noted that the proposed scheme has been augmented further in [182]. 

The modifications done are as follows. 

1. A Genetic algorithm based formulation has been made to decide the 

partition to which a pattern should belong to maximize compression. 

This has enabled the authors to bring more related patterns into same 
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partition. This results in the improvement of average compression ratio 

from 66.40% (our work) to 71.75%. It also improves TAT. 

2. The decoder design has been modified to have a single FSM for both the 

parts, with a special change-over pattern introduced at the end of first 

partition identifying the switch-over. 
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Circuit Compression 
Method 
SC[1 03] 

Golomb[1 06] 

TAT ATE Clock Cycles 
a=2 a=4 a=6 a=8 
15491 15491 15491 15491 
21432 16662 11892 ] 1892 

I 
FDR[108] 

I 
s5378 VIHC[llO] 15763 11516 11516 11516 

22263 14678 12968 12968 

cVIHC 14751 10324 10324 10324 l _________ ~lj __ o/t_o __ re_d_.i_~-~-~~~H_c __ w_.r_.t __ ~_6._4_2-4--10_._3_5~-~-o_.3_5-+--I0-.3-5~ 
i SC[1 03] 25324 25324 25324 25324 

!4.96 

I s9234 

I 

Golomb[l 06] 33651 25693 J 7735 1 7735 
F DR[ 1 08] ---+-3-6_1_3 5~--t--24_1_2_8 -_ t----2-13_8_1---+--2-13_8_1--:1 

1 !l Ot; 
!I.JV 

VIHqJ 1 OJ 24743 17735 17735 17735 
cVIHC 22561 15081 15081 15081 

SC[l03] 89368 53490 45137 36784 
-----------"------'L-----j- -------j~-----t--~---~ ---~-

1 ___ Golomb[_l_0 ___ 6_.__] --~-~~ 0_4_4_40-+_6---6_3_8 _I -+-4_7_7_8_3 -+--4 7_4_8_1 _
1 r FOR[ I 08] I 07059 63011 49858 41989 

s 1 3 207 ~-------V-I_H_C,___[ 1-1--"0'---] ----+1 -8--9-8-65---t--52_7_6_9--t---4-4-ISO J6065 I 
~ c VIHC I 85646 47365 38443 I 29915 I 

I

I % red. in c VIHC wx.t T 4.69 1 10.24 ~!2.98T-17.o_5 I 
. VI H c I II - -- - I -;:;--i 

SC[ 1 0 3] ~6c.-=-0-'--6 7'-----+_4_..:6---0_6 7--+_4_6_06_7--+-_4 __ 60_6_7--11 
-~--_9olomb[l06] 63989 I 47164 1 30339 30339 J 

FDR[1 08] 62419 39628 33767 33767 I 

1 %red. in cVIHC w.r.t , 8.81 
1 

! 4.96 , 
I t VIHC 

s15850 ~~:~VIHC[11 0] _ -r-~576~- _30264 30264r!30264 I 
cVIHC 42596 26477 26477 264771 

d.incVIHCw.r.t 6.92 j 12.51 12.51 12.51 
L__ _______ ___L __ VIHC __ c__ ___ ---------'-----

Table 6.5 : TAT compressions for Tdiffcompressed test sets. 
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Circuit Compression TAT ATE Clock Cycles 
Method a=2 a=4 a=6 a=8 
SC[I 03] 16870 11749 10710 9671 

Golomb[106] 37869 32886 30509 30509 

I 

FDR[l08l 32509 20605 18438 17045 
s35932 VIHC[l67) 17584 12076 10857 9645 

cVIHC 15947 10661 9374 8295 
I %red. in 9.31 11.71 13.65 13.99 
I cVIHC w.r.t 

I 

~ 
VIHC 

I 
SC[I 03] 103604 103604 103604 103604 

Golomb[! 06] 143844 109801 75758 75758 

I FDR[l 08] 144811 93450 81578 81578 
I s38417 VIHC[l67) 106411 74943 74943 74943 
I 
I cVJHC 97262 65196 i 65196 I 65196 I ! .. I ~ -~ I ~ ....... r. ,.. I .. "'"" ... ,.. I • '""- A,_ 

~--I 

%rea. m 
cVIHC w.r.t 

VIHC 
L SC[l03] 
~Golomb[! 06] 

124011 1 _1;'4()11 j _j_ 1240 1 1 I 1240 u 
I 169356 1 t27512 85668 85668 

r %red. in 8.23 ":=tl 14.43 t 14.43 
I cVIHC w.r.t I 

1 s38584 

I 

I FDR[I08] I 170143 
I 

110982 96677 1 96677 
VIHC[I67] I 123693 85668 85668 +- 85668 r cVIHC I -~--

113501 73301 73301 1 73301 
- --~---

I VIHC I , L___ __ __j_ _______ l_ ___ __,__l ____ j_ __ 

_1_4_.4_3_1 

Table 6.6: TAT compressions for Tdif/compressed test sets. 
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